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Abstract: Severe lightning originated in premonsoon thunderclouds over tropics have been examined
considering both acoustic and electromagnetic radiations generated by them. The mean value of severe
lightning events to the total number of lightning per year exhibits a value of about 12 %. In the analysis,
emphasis has been given in computing the radii of radiation for both spherical and cylindrical geometry
of lightning channels in relation to energy involved and corresponding altitudes. Variations of positive
pulse lengths with various relaxation radii have also been examined. In the context of electromagnetic
radiation, the sferics variation during severe tornadoes and local premonsoon thunderstorms, popularly
called nor’westers, are compared and interpreted from the propagation point and source activity.
Keywords: Electromagnetic radiation, sferics, relaxation radii, tornado, thunder squalls, radar,
nor’westers.

INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric electric discharge from thunderstorm is known as lightning. Lightning
activity is indeed one of the very important factors for understanding the physical processes
of electromagnetic radiation associated with the thunderstorm (Williams et al., 1989). There
are several theories to explain the generation of lightning. Among them, the most popular
one is the electrostatic induction theory. Gurevich et al. (1994) suggested that cosmic
ray particles have a leading role to trigger lightning by ionizing atoms and making the air
conductive by run-away breakdown. Inan et al. (1997) linked γ-ray flashes with lightning
strikes. Most of the visible parts of lightning are return strokes and these occur inside the
cloud. When the leader forms at the cloud top i.e. at the positive charge region, discharge
of positive charges occurs. Positive lightning is almost 10 times stronger than negative
lightning. When the impulses of electromagnetic radiation generated by lightning discharges
are received by a receiver tuned to a certain frequency with a specified bandwidth, the
output of the receiver is called sferics. The location of the cloud responsible for producing
sferics, its nature of growth and decay, the field characteristics produced by lightning
discharges and the propagation conditions of the ionosphere are the main determining
factors for the nature of sferics obtained. For the world-wide frequency standard and longrange navigational aids extensive studies on radio-wave propagation at low and very low
frequencies are needed (Bhattacharya et al., 1994; Volland, 1995). It is reported that there
are variations of field strength at very low frequencies due to meteorological disturbances
in the troposphere caused by local thunderstorms. The solar modulation of atmospheric
electrification at such times has a dominant role for affecting the D-region and the lower part
of the E-layer (Bhattacharya et al., 1997).
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The characteristic variation of the field strength at a very low frequency as received directly
as well as by ionospheric reflection may be used as a suitable indicator to study these
effects. The present observations have been made with an object to investigate the acoustic
characteristics of lightning in the tropics and its role in producing electromagnetic fields
during severe meteorological disturbances.
RELAXATION RADII OF LIGHTNING CHANNELS GEOMETRY
From the available data over the area for a period of 12 years (1986-1997), the
number of severe lightning events to the total number of lightning events per year over
West Bengal has been calculated (Figure 1). The figure reveals that the frequency of
severe lightning varies from 6.35 % to 17.66 % having a mean value of 11.62 % when
considered for that period of 12 years. Therefore for each eight cases one is severe on
average. Lightning occurs over land masses in West Bengal by a significant number during
premonsoon months (March to May). The electromagnetic part of the lightning radiation
largely arrives as sferics when a receiver is properly tuned. On the other hand, the acoustic
part of the radiation is generated from the hot channel of 30,000 K with a corresponding high
pressure of 106 hPa at the moment of the discharge (Volland, 1995) It has been reported
that approximately 95 % of the energy is dissipated within 20 μs with a peak emission at 2
μs (Few, 1969). The maximum distance through which the shock wave can be expanded is
known as the relaxation radius. This relaxation radius can be expressed as:

(for spherical channel)

(1)

(for cylindrical channel)		

(2)

where E and p0 represent respectively the energy and pressure of the hot channel. The
relaxation radii of both spherical and cylindrical lightning channels have been evaluated by
us and plotted in Figure 2 for comparison at different levels in the troposphere. It appears
from the analysis that if one assumes that the discharge channel is to be a cylinder, the
variation of relaxation radius is negligible up to 106 MJ whereas the relaxation radius for
spherical geometry varies remarkably with energy. However, the variations for both the
channels are large enough to create an energy value of >107 Jm-1.
A detailed analysis of the relaxation radius at different altitudes for both spherical
and cylindrical shape channels of lightning discharges is presented in Table 1 which reveals
that the relaxation radius diminishes with the increase of channel pressures. The change
is more prominent in the case of cylindrical channels. The relaxation radius in cylindrical
geometry in fact increases three times when the channel pressure reduces from 1000 hPa
to 100 hPa while for spherical geometry it doubles.
Acoustic pulses originating from the hot channels propagate through the
troposphere. The length of the positive pressure pulse at the ground (Otterman, 1959) can
be derived by using:
							

(3)
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where, R0 = distance from the source, L0 = initial length of the positive pulse, H0 = the initial
altitude down to the surface and Hg = atmospheric scale height.
In the case of the spherical channel radius following Brode (1955), the initial condition
of propagation may be taken as,
R0 = 10.45 Rs
Energy
(Jm-1)
1E 04
5E 04
1E 05
5E 05
1E 06
5E 06
1E 07
5E 07
1E 08

1000
Rc(m)
Rs(m)
0.178
0.292
0.399
0.496
0.564
0.623
1.262
1.060
1.785
1.333
3.990
2.267
5.643
2.850
12.619
4.847
17.846
6.092

L0 = 0.53 Rs

and

П0 = 0.03

Pressure channel in hPa
700
500
250
Rc(m)
Rs(m)
Rc(m)
Rs(m)
Rc(m)
Rs(m)
0.213
0.328
0.252
0.367
0.357
0.461
0.477
0.558
0.564
0.623
0.798
0.784
0.675
0.701
0.798
0.784
1.129
0.985
1.508
1.193
1.785
1.333
2.524
1.675
2.133
1.499
2.524
1.675
3.569
2.106
4.769
2.550
5.643
2.850
7.981
3.582
6.745
3.206
7.981
3.582
11.287 4.503
15.082
5.452
17.846 6.092 25.238 7.658
21.330
6.853
25.238 7.658 35.692 9.626

(4)
100
Rc(m)
Rs(m)
0.564
0.623
1.262
1.060
1.785
1.333
3.990
2.267
5.643
2.850
12.619
4.847
17.846
6.092
39.904
10.362
56.433
13.025

Table 1. Variation of relaxation radius and pressure of the channel

The positive pulse lengths for different relaxation radii at varying altitudes are then
computed. The results therefore obtained are presented in Table 2. These analyzed data for
the length of the positive pulse when plotted in Figure 3 (inside rear cover) reveals a very
interesting sequence. It clearly indicates that the positive pulse has the same dimension as
the relaxation radius. The variation of pulse length at different altitudes from the ground is
only ±10 %.

Figure 1. Percentage
of severe lightning
events.

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION AS SFERICS DURING SEVERE THUNDERCLOUDS
Severe thunderclouds which form tornadoes present a violent threat to Eastern
India and Bangladesh. They cause death and injury and result in huge material damage.
Detailed information of tornadoes have been confirmed by reports obtained from the Indian
Meteorological Department which includes onset times, duration, place of first occurrence
and path of movement and so on. Kalyani (22°58 /N, 88° 28 / E, West Bengal) is situated on
the coast of the Bay of Bengal and also on the border of the tropics and temperate Zone.
Kalyani is highly influenced by varying meteorological conditions.
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A tuned radio frequency receiver at 27 kHz was used to record the sferics over Kalyani. The
charging and discharging time constants of the receiver used for recording sferics are 3s
and 25s respectively with an overall bandwidth of 1 kHz.
Relaxation
radius (m)
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
6.5
7.0

2 km

Positive pulse length in meter at an altitude
4 km
6 km
8 km
10 km

12 km

0.246835

0.256614

0.26137

0.264107

0.26575

0.266707

0.469246
0.681978
0.888299
1.089785
1.577777
2.049009
2.507578
2.955927
3.395686
3.828023
4.253818
4.673758
5.903505
6.304678

0.489307
0.712547
0.929534
1.141811
1.657202
2.156302
2.643109
3.120004
3.588577
4.049965
4.505024
4.954424
6.273578
6.704861

0.499052
0.727386
0.94954
1.167041
1.695684
2.208248
2.708688
3.199356
3.681822
4.15721
4.626365
5.089948
6.452113
6.897869

0.504658
0.735919
0.961041
1.181542
1.717791
2.238082
2.74634
3.244905
3.735335
4.218745
4.695976
5.167683
6.554475
7.008516

0.508022
0.741039
0.967941
1.190241
1.73105
2.255971
2.768914
3.27221
3.767409
4.255625
4.737692
5.214263
6.615797
7.074796

0.50998
0.744018
0.971956
1.195301
1.738762
2.266375
2.782042
3.288087
3.786059
4.277067
4.761944
5.241342
6.651441
7.113321

Table 2. Variation of positive pulse length at different altitudes.

Typical records of sferics at 27 kHz during two severe tornadoes are presented
in Figure 4. The arrows in both upper and lower records indicate the approximate time
the respective tornadoes began. The upper record reveals a distinct variation of sferics
at the early hours followed by a sudden enhancement in the noise level at the onset of
the tornado and then a subsequent steady level. The lower record, on the other hand,
initially exhibits very small variations in its width but thereafter due to vigorous charge
activity during the mature stage of the tornado a sudden enhancement in the sferics was
observed as in the upper record. In both the records the noise levels are higher during the
incident in comparison to that before it. From the analysis of occurrence it was noted that
the overwhelming majority of these episodes happened in the premonsoon afternoon and
evening hours. A significant temperature variation at the time of tornado formation is also
evident.
COMPARISON OF TORNADOES AND NOR’WESTERS
The premonsoon thundercells encompassing developing, mature and dissipating
stages are locally called nor’westers. During March to May Kolkata and its surroundings
(e.g. Kalyani) continue with those thunderclouds occurring earlier in 1) Bihar (Hazaribag) or
in 2) the Western part of West Bengal (Asansol and neighbouring areas) The approaching
direction of a typical nor’wester from its place of origin towards Kolkata is indicated in Figure
5. The location of Kalyani is also marked
The thunder squalls have been observed by 3 cm radar installed at DumDum
(Kolkata) and are analyzed in conjunction with the authors’ sferics data taken over Kalyani
for a period of three years (1997-1999). The daily records of sferics have been examined
in relation to premonsoon thunder squalls. Photographs of two typical records of sferics
on two different occasions of severe nor’westers are shown in Figure 6. The records show
an unusual variation in the noise level. The gradual rise in the sferics level starts at the
developing stage of the squalls at its place of origin.
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Figure 2. Variation of relaxation
radius with energy for spherical
and cylindrical geometry.

Subsequently the effect of
thunder squalls on sferics
records embodies sudden
enhancements in the field
strength and finally a distinct
steady recovery at the
dissipating stage. After the
enhancement in the sferics
level there is a characteristic
variation, during the mature
stage of the thunderstorm as
indicated in the figure. In fact,
during the period of these
variations, a second sudden
enhancement is occasionally
noted. A similar pattern
was also reported in some
earlier findings in the VLF
(Very Low Frequency) band
(Bhattacharya, 1994).
Important characteristics
obtained from a comparative
study of tornadoes and
nor’westers have been given below. In this comparison, sferics data have been analyzed in
conjunction with the radar observed thunder cell data.
Table 3. Comparative study of tornadoes and nor’westers.
Tornadoes

The effects of tornadoes on the records of sferics
reveal a distinct variation of sferics at the early
hours before the onset of the tornado. The sferics
level then followed a sudden enhancement with the
onset of the tornado and thereafter it maintains a
steady high noise level.

Most of the enhancement as well as the recovery
of sferics for the tornadoes are of relatively higher
magnitude.
Majority of the tornadoes occurred in the
premonsoon afternoon and evening hours. The
activity of sferics reached its maximum around
late afternoon hours of the day and duration of the
effect in sferics level is much higher.

Nor’westers
In course of a nor’wester the records of sferics
always exhibit an initial gradual rise followed by
a sudden enhancement. The gradual rise starts
at the developing stage of the squalls at its place
of origin and thereafter showing an unusual
variation in the records followed by a distinct
steady recovery during the dissipating stage
of the nor’wester. During mature stage of the
nor’wester there is a characteristic variation in the
higher noise level with sudden enhancement in
the noise level.
In most of the cases the magnitude of
enhancement or fall of sferics level are less than
those related to tornadoes.
The effect on the records of sferics mostly starts
at pre-noon hours when cumulus cells are
assembled at the place of origin (Asansol and
Hazaribag area). However, the mature stages of
the nor’westers are mostly in the afternoon hours
of the day as confirmed by radar study.
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Figure 4. Variation of
atmospheric radio noise
level during two severe
tornadoes in Bengal. The
ordinates represent the
noise level in dB above
1µV/m. The onset time of
tornadoes are indicated
by arrow in both upper
and lower records.

CONCLUDING
REMARKS
The concept of
electrostatically produced
acoustic
waves
from
thunderclouds goes all the
way back to the writings of
Benjamin Franklin (1752)
in the 18th century. Wilson
(1920) provided a rough
quantitative
estimate
of the magnitude of the
electrostatically produced
pressure wave.
Figure 5. Location of Hazaribag and
Asansol where scattered thundercells
are first assembled. Subsequently they
approach towards Kolkata. The position of
Kalyani close to Kolkata is also marked in
the figure.

McGehee (1964) and Dessler (1973)
developed quantitative models for
this phenomenon – McGhee (1964)
for spherical symmetries and Dessler
(1973) for spherical and cylindrical,
and disk symmetries. The theory
developed by Dessler (1973) is of
particular importance because it made
specific predictions regarding the
directivity and shape of wave. The
predictions were subsequently verified
in part by Bohannon et al. (1977) and
Balachandran (1983).
The charge in a thundercloud resides in principle on the cloud drops and droplets.
In a region of the cloud where the charge is concentrated it produces an electric field. As
a matter of fact, the charged particles will experience an electric force, which is directed
outward with respect to the charged centre in addition to other forces experienced as a
consequence.
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Figure 6. Photograph of two typical records
of sferics during thudersqualls activity. The
ordinates are in dB above 1µV/m.

These particles (in milliseconds)
come into dynamic equilibrium
where the hydrodynamic dragging
force associated with their motion
is balanced by the sum of all the
externally expressed forces. After a
successful generation the acoustic
pulses from the lightning channel
propagate at long distances through
the atmosphere as well as via the
ionospheric reflection, which is a nonhomogeneous, anisotropic, turbulent
medium. The authors’ recorded data of
sferics during premonsoon tornadoes
and nor’westers as reported in this
paper exhibit some unpredictable
effects, like those of characteristic variations at the mature stage, and are to be reasonably
modelled considering individual situations.
Apparently, there are several processes that can yield the concentration of spin needed
to generate a tornado and the details of these mechanisms and the relations among them
remain puzzling. As an example, according to Snow (1984), “Tornadoes form in the updrafts
of thunderstorms” while quoting Davies-Jones (1985) “A region of updraft one to three
miles in radius may begin to rotate with wind speeds of 50 miles per hour or more, forming
a mesocyclone. The storm may then develop low-level rotation and even a tornado”. In
fact, during its formation an electric field coupled with it strengthens as the cloud increases.
Wormel (1953) pointed out that the electric field energy of a mature thundercloud with the
electric charge of sign q = 1400 C amounts to WE ~ 1012 J. This huge amount of energy is
subtracted from the energy released in the process of vapor condensation and also in the
transition of water drops to ice crystals in a cloud. The temperature discrepancy may be
interpreted from this. Other processes may also be there that can yield the concentration of
spin required to generate a tornado. The details of this mechanism and the relations among
them are highly puzzling (Krasilnikov, 2002).
Severe thunderstorms resulting in tornadoes, in a few cases, over this area present
serious problems causing deaths, injury, fire, power plant damages, aircraft crashes and
much more. In fact, the tornado phenomenon results annually in thousands of deaths and
damages equating to billions of dollars. To develop an effective means for the prevention
of this destructive phenomenon, one needs to understand clearly the physical processes
involved. Previous works (Taylor, 1973; Bhattacharya and Bhattacharya, 1983) reported
that storms which ultimately produce a tornado revealed enhanced activity of sferics with
higher rates in bursts. In the present investigation it has also been noted that there is a
marked increase in amplitude of the sferics level owing to vigorous charged activity in the
accompanying thunderclouds.
The gradual rise of sferics during, nor’westers seems to be closely associated with the
gradual development of the cumulus clouds at the place of its origin.
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As the thunderclouds develop, they culminate into a fully fledged thunderstorm during which
the sudden enhancement in the record is noticed due to the intense electrical activity at the
core of the thundercloud (Bhattacharya, 1994). The sudden enhancement is associated with
the onset of precipitation due to the accompanied thunderstorm. This precipitation however,
ceases quickly until finally the heavy downpour associated with the steady recovery of
sferics starts. This apparently marks the final phase of the thunderstorm activity.
An earlier study by Kimpara and his co-workers in Japan on the meteorological
aspects of thunderstorms found a coincidence with areas of considerable meteorological
disturbance caused by the interaction of fronts (Kimpara, 1965). From the measurement
of atmospheric radio noise in India, Aiya et al. (1972) reported, “They follow a certain
distribution as far as their amplitudes and time characteristics are concerned.” It can be seen
in several occasions that sferics originating from a particular storm centre, as confirmed by
PPI Radar display exhibits almost an identical distribution of the amplitudes of such pulses
and also similarities in their duration and the time interval between them. However, it is true
that present-day knowledge in the formation of severe thunderclouds causing tornadoes is
still under great study. It is therefore desirable to gather complete statistical information of
tornadoes in tropical countries to be able to better estimate tornado risk. To accomplish this,
all weather stations in the most tornado-prone districts should be equipped with Doppler
Radar with a view to acquire collective information and to verify the contribution of the
vertical wind shear ranged from marginally to moderately favourable for supercell formation
in different tornado cases.
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THE INTENSE FLOODING IN THE EASTERN
GUJARAT STATE, INDIA IN JULY 2006
S. NANDARGI and D. P. PRAJAPATI
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune – 411 008, India.
(nshobha@tropmet.res.in; shobhanandargi@gmail.com)
Abstract: The rainstorm of 29 to 31 July 2006 which gave exceptionally heavy rains and caused intense
floods all over the Gujarat region has been examined. It has been found that this rainstorm had its areal
extension over more than 200,000 km2. The rain depths obtained by this rainstorm for 1 to 3 days were
compared with other most severe rainstorms of the Gujarat region. This study has shown that although
the rain depths yielded by this rainstorm were comparatively higher for the duration of 1 to 3 days, the
rainstorm was not that intense when compared to the most severe rainstorm of 1-3 July 1941 which
occurred over south Gujarat - North Konkan region.
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THE INTENSE FLOOD OF JULY 2006 OVER GUJARAT
There was an unusually very heavy spell of rain during 29 to 31 July 2006 which
caused intense flooding over the Gujarat region of India including the southern Saurashtra
sub-divisions. Out of 25 districts in Gujarat, 13 districts were severely affected by floods.
The most noteworthy among them were Surat, Vadodara (Baroda), Bharuch and Navsari
(Figure 1). The severe flooding caused the loss of many lives and extensive damage to
buildings and other valuable property. Six million people were affected in 129 villages in
Gujarat on 29 July 2006.
It was also observed that out of 25 districts, excepting Dangs that all the 24 districts
surpassed their 10-year mean seasonal rainfall in June-August 2006 (Figure 2). The
monthly average for the August month of the five districts, viz. Banaskantha, Mehesana,
Panchmahal, Patan, Sabarkantha exceeded the 10-year mean seasonal (June-September)
rainfall.

Keywords: Severe Rainstorms, Flooding, Highest point rainfall, Gujarat, India, Monsoon.

INTRODUCTION
During the monsoon season, every year, some part or the other of the Indian region
experiences exceptionally heavy rains in association with monsoon depressions/cyclonic
storms which cause intense floods. These floods result in heavy loss of life and live-stock,
extensive damage to property, standing crops, agricultural lands and bring misery to the
millions of affected people as well as the disruption of rail and road communications for
many consecutive weeks. In view of this, an attempt has been made to study the rainstorm
of July 2006 which caused intense floods in the eastern Gujarat state (see Figure 1).
Figure 2. Comparison of 2006 seasonal rainfall (mm) with 10-year (1996-2005) mean seasonal
rainfall over the Gujarat region.

Baroda district received 20 % of its seasonal rainfall during 29-30 July 2006.
Baroda city on the 29th July experienced 279 mm rainfall within 14 hours which is equivalent
to 67 % of seasonal rainfall. Dabohi station recorded highest of 533 mm rainfall which was
its highest during the last 50 years. 60 % of the Surat city and its surroundings were under
water when more than 10 x 105 cusecs of water was released from Ukai dam. The flood
situation in Vadodara too was grim, with the Vishwamitri River flowing 1.5 m above the
danger level. The total damage caused by this flood during this rainstorm was estimated to
be about 10 crores of rupees of which nearly half was contributed by the Surat city alone.
Considering the huge loss of life and destruction to property and agricultural lands
caused by the rainstorm of July 2006, an attempt has been made in this paper to analyse
the rainstorm with a view to ascertain whether it was an intense one over the Gujarat region.
This data was compared with the similar data of past severe rainstorms of the last 100 years
or so.

Figure 1. Map of Gujarat state showing districts affected during 29-31 July 2006 rainstorm and
number of stations recorded more than 20 cm of rainfall.

ASSOCIATED METEOROLOGICAL SITUATIONS
The heavy rain spell of 29 to 31 July 2006 over the Gujarat region was caused due
to the following:
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•

•

Under the influence of the upper air cyclonic circulation over the west central Bay
off north Andhra – south Orissa coast, a low pressure formed over the North Bay
on the 27th July. It became well marked over the North Bay and adjoining coastal
areas of West Bengal and Orissa on the 28th and 29th July. Moving inland, it lay
over Jharkhand, adjoining Orissa and Chattisgarh on the 30th July. It weakened
into a low pressure area over Chattisgarh and neighbourhood in the evening of the
30th July. It lay over northwest Madhya Pradesh and neighbourhood on the 31st
July, over west Rajasthan on the 1st August and became less marked on the 2nd
August.
The off-shore trough at sea level extended from south Gujarat to Kerala coasts
from the 20th July to the 31st July.
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Table 3 (a, b, c) gives the average highest areal rain depths obtained for different sized
areas up to 200,000 km2 for 1 to 3 day durations. Figure 3 shows the 3 day isohyetal
pattern of this rainstorm. The DAD curves of the rainstorm for the 1 to 3 day durations are
shown in Figure 4.
Table 1. List of stations whose July 2006 monthly total (mm) exceeded their year (1996-2005) mean
annual rainfall (mm)
(©: GSDMA, 2006).

No.

Station

District

10- year mean
Annual rainfall
(mm)

Jul. 2006
total (mm)

% of mean 10
year annual
rainfall

DATA USED AND METHODOLOGY
Daily rainfall data of about 225 raingauge stations (Figure 2) well distributed all over
the Gujarat in and around the storm region was obtained from the Gujarat State Disaster
Management Association (GSDMA) and used in the analysis of the heavy rain spell. Taking
the rainstorm as a unit of study, separate isohyetal maps of the highest rainfall for 1, 2 and
3 days in durations were prepared and Depth-Area-Duration (DAD) rain depths of the storm
have been worked out as per the guidelines given in Manuals of the World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) (1986), and the Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) (1972) using
the GIS technique up to 200,000 km2 for a duration of 1 to 3 days.

1

Bavla

Ahmedabad

582

599

103

2

Ranpur

Ahmedabad

476

489

103

3

Detroj

Ahmedabad

454

524

115

4

Amreli

Amreli

563

618

110

5

Bagasra

Amreli

478

535

95

6

Vadia

Amreli

541

582

108

7

Tarapur

Anand

378

709

188

8

Anklav

Anand

712

751

105

HIGHEST ONE DAY RAINFALL DURING THE RAINSTORM PERIOD OF 2006
Considering the importance of point and areal rainfall during heavy rain spells for
various hydrological design purposes, examination of heavy rainfall experienced by 225
stations has been made.
During the monsoon season of July to September 2006, about 71 stations recorded
more than 20 cm of rainfall of which 31 stations exceeded their 10 year (1996-2005) mean
annual rainfall (GSDMA, 2006) during the July month alone (Table 1). It can be seen from
Table 1 that most of the stations in Surat, Kheda districts have a high July rainfall total which
surpassed their 10 year mean annual rainfall. The July total point rainfall was 100-188 % of
their respective 10 year mean annual rainfall.
The highest daily rainfall records during the period of 1891-1980 (IMD, 1990) have
been scrutinized for the stations in and around the rainstorm areas. These have been
compared with the observational-day rainfall during the storm period of 29-31 July 2006.
Table 2 gives the list of stations which recorded highest 1 day observational rainfall of 300
mm or more during the storm period. It is seen from this table that during the rainstorm
period, the highest 1 day rainfall of 704 mm was recorded at Shihor (District of Bhavnagar)
on the 30th July This is almost equal to the mean annual rainfall of this station. It can also
be seen from Table 2 that the maximum rainfall recorded in 1 day by some of the stations
during the storm period studied surpassed their highest ever recorded 1 day rainfall.

9

Vagra

Bharuch

654

773

118

10

Kalyanpur

Jamnagar

701

803

115

11

Kathalal

Kheda

670

815

122

12

Kheda

Kheda

628

764

122

13

Mahudha

Kheda

652

660

101

14

Virpur

Kheda

442

571

129

15

Abdasa

Kachchh

269

299

111

16

Gandhidham

Kachchh

270

275

102

ANALYSIS OF SEVERE RAINSTORMS DURING THE 2006 MONSOON SEASON
During the 2006 monsoon season, Gujarat region experienced many heavy spells
of rain lasting 1 to 9 days. Of all these, the 29-31 July 2006 rainstorm was the most severe.
In order to know its spatial extent and intensity, the storm was analysed using GIS technique
by the DAD method (WMO, 1986; IMD, 1972). From the DAD analysis it was found that
the highest 1 day rainfall over this region was recorded on the 29th July (the centre of the
rainstorm – Songadh, in the District of Surat) whereas the second and third highest rainfall
day was experienced on the 29th-30th July and the 29th – 31st July 2006 (the centre of the
rainstorm – Umerpada, District of Surat) respectively.

17

Lakhpat

Kachchh

243

316

130

18

Ghoghamba

Panchmahal

557

611

110

19

Lunawada

Panchmahal

653

721

110

20

Kadana

Panchmahal

500

547

109

21

Kutiana

Porbandar

595

596

100

22

Morbi

Rajkot

485

729

150

23

Malia_Miana

Rajkot

403

624

155

24

Tankara

Rajkot

298

415

139

25

Wankaner

Rajkot

408

429

105

26

Malpur

Sabarkantha

761

833

109

27

Kamrej

Surat

1262

1452

115

28

Nizer

Surat

930

959

103

29

Umerpada

Surat

1031

1593

155

30

Halvad

Surendranagar

439

462

105

31

Quant

Vadodara

742

769

104
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Table 2. List of stations which surpassed their highest one day rainfall (mm) during the
rainstorm of July 2006.
No.

District

Station

1-day highest
Rainfall (mm)
during the
rainstorm

Date of
Occurrence

Highest ever
recorded
rainfall (mm)

Date of
occurrence

1

Anand

Anand

304

29-Jul

300

25/7/1927

2

Bhavnagar

Botad

498

30-Jul

441

28/8/1970

3

Gariadhar

416

30-Jul

NA

NA

4

Gadhda

387

30-Jul

232

28/8/1970

5

Ghogha

505

30-Jul

NA

NA

6

Mahuva

550

30-Jul

180

30/6/1959

7

Palitana

578

30-Jul

508

12/6/1913

8

Shihor

704

30-Jul

149

6/8/1968

9

Talaja

653

30-Jul

142

20/6/1962

10

Umrala

429

30-Jul

150

18/9/1964

11

Vallabhipur

631

30-Jul

227

6/8/1963

12

Rajkot

Morbi

333

31-Jul

449

23/7/1894

13

Surat

Songadh

399

29-Jul

262

28/9/1891

Umerpada

341

29-Jul

NA

NA

Dabhoi

337

30-Jul

348

24/9/1945

Padra

466

30-Jul

303

5/8/1956

14
15
16

Vadodara

Figure 4. DAD curves of the 29-31 Jul., 2006 rainstorm over the Gujarat state.
Rainstorm

Centre of
rainstorm

23
Morvi
Jul
(Rajkot)
1894
28
Dakor
Jul
(Kaira)
1927
2 Jul
Dharampur
1941
(Surat)
13
Jul
Rajkot
1950
29
Jun
Jamnagar
1980
2 Jul
Malia
1980
(Rajkot)
22
Manavadar
Jun
(Junagadh)
1883
7
Jabugampavi
Sept
(Baroda)
1994
24
Mandvi
Jul
(Surat)
1996
25
Visnagar
Jun
(Mehsana)
1997
29
Songadh
Jul
(Surat)
2006
Envelope raindepths

Point

Area in hundreds of km2
1

2

5

10

15

20

50

100

200

300

500

45.0

44.8

44.7

43.8

42.5

41.3

40.3

36.6

32.4

26.7

21.0

15.5

54.1

54.0

53.0

51.0

48.0

46.0

44.2

39.0

33.9

28.7

26.8

24.0

98.8

97.0

95.0

90.7

85.5

81.0

77.0

64.2

53.6

42.5

35.8

28.0

39.9

39.6

39.2

37.5

35.5

33.5

31.7

27.5

24.1

20.0

16.5

12.8

42.0

41.9

41.4

40.7

39.4

38.4

37.3

32.3

25.5

19.0

14.9

11.1

47.0

46.0

44.0

41.4

38.0

35.7

34.0

29.0

23.5

17.1

12.8

9.0

73.8

73.0

71.8

68.0

65.0

61.0

58.0

48.0

40.0

29.0

24.0

21.8

57.5

56.4

55.0

52.0

48.0

46.4

44.8

37.7

31.3

24.7

20.5

16.0

41.2

41.0

40.8

40.0

38.8

37.8

37.0

33.5

29.2

23.2

20.8

16.4

83.5

81.0

78.3

72.5

65.0

60.7

57.0

43.5

34.0

28.5

24.5

16.0

39.9

38.5

37.0

35.0

33.0

32.5

31.0

27.0

23.0

19.5

17.0

15.0

98.8

97.0

95.0

90.7

85.5

81.0

77.0

64.2

53.6

42.5

35.8

28.0

Table 3 (a). DAD rain-depths (cm) of most severe rainstorms for one day duration over Gujarat region.

Figure 3. Three day isohyetal pattern of 29-31 July 2006 rainstorm over the Gujarat state.

Comparison of the July 2006 rainstorm with the previous most severe rainstorms of the
Gujarat region
Dhar et al. (1974), Dhar and Mandal (1981a, b), Dhar et al. (1984a, b) have
analysed the severe rainstorms that have occurred over the Gujarat region.
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Rainstorm
22-23
Jul
1894
27-28
Jul
1927
2-3
Jul
1941
13-14
Jul
1950
11-12
Aug
1979
2-3
Jul
1980
21-22
Jun
1983
7-8
Sept
1994
(2-day
storm)
23-24
Jul
1996
24-25
Jun
1997
29 Jul
2006

Centre

Point

Area in hundreds of square km
1

2

5

10

15

20

50

100

200

300

500

53.3

53.0

52.8

52.2

51.5

50.9

50.4

48.0

44.0

40.5

37.2

34.0

Dakor
(Kaira)

99.8

96.5

94.0

87.0

79.2

74.0

70.3

63.7

57.0

48.8

45.0

40.5

Dharampur
(Surat)

127.0

126.7

125.2

122.7

117.8

113.8

110.0

97.0

83.9

65.8

56.0

43.6

Gondal
(Rajkot)

51.2

51.1

51.1

50.5

49.0

48.0

47.0

42.4

38.3

34.3

29.5

25.8

Rajkot

55.4

55.4

55.3

55.1

54.3

53.4

52.9

48.8

44.5

41.6

38.7

35.5

Malia

63.0

62.4

61.4

59.5

56.6

54.5

52.6

45.0

37.3

27.5

22.0

17.1

Visavadar
(Junagadh)

99.0

98.5

97.6

95.0

92.0

89.0

87.0

78.0

66.0

50.0

39.0

31.7

Jabugampavi
(Baroda)

67.5

66.5

65.0

61.5

57.4

55.0

52.6

44.5

38.0

31.0

28.5

24.7

Bansada
(Bulsar)

49.6

49.6

49.5

49.0

48.6

47.7

47.2

44.2

39.6

33.2

29.6

23.0

Visnagar
(Mehsana)

104.0

102.7

101.0

96.5

90.5

84.3

79.3

59.0

47.0

40.0

33.0

28.0

Umerpada

62.3

60.5

58.0

55.5

53.0

51.7

50.0

44.0

37.5

31.0

25.5

20.5

127.0

126.7

125.2

122.7

117.8

113.8

110.0

97.0

83.9

65.8

56.0

43.6

Morvi
(Rajkot)

Envelope rain-depths

Table 3 (b). DAD rain-depths (cm) of most severe rainstorms for two day duration over Gujarat region.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
•
16 stations in the area studied for the July 2006 rainfall were found to exceed their
respective highest ever recorded 1 day rainfall values;
•
31 stations showed the July total rainfall exceeded their respective 10 year (19962005) mean annual rainfall;
•
Comparising the DAD rain depths of the 29-31 July 2006 rainstorm, with similar
data obtained from previous most severe rainstorms of the Gujarat region, showed
that the July 2006 rainstorm was one of the most severe rainstorms but it was not
as intense when compared to that of the severe rainstorm of 1-3 July 1941 over
south Gujarat - north Konkan region.
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The areal DAD rain depths of these severe rainstorms for a maximum of 1, 2 and 3 days
duration are given in Table 3 (a, b and c). It has been found that the 2 July 1941 rainstorm
(Dhar et al., 1984b) over the south Gujarat - north Konkan region gave the highest areal rain
depths for 1 to 5 days in total over different standard areas. In fact, the 1-3 July 1941 storm
has been considered to be one of the few severe rainstorms of India.
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Rainstorm

Centre

Point

Area in hundreds of square km
1

2

5

10

15

20

50

100

200

300

500

129.0

126.0

124.0

118.5

113.0

108.7

105.2

93.7

82.9

71.3

64.4

55.2

Dharampur
(Surat)

144.8

144.5

142.3

138.3

133.8

130.0

127.0

117.3

103.9

85.8

75.6

59.0

10-12
Aug
1979

Dhrangadhara
(Surendranagar)

70.4

69.0

68.0

66.5

64.0

62.0

60.5

57.0

52.5

49.3

46.0

42.8

28-30
Jun
1980

Jamnagar

61.0

60.9

60.9

60.4

58.7

57.2

55.7

48.0

39.7

32.3

29.8

24.8

2-4
Jul
1980

Malia
(Rajkot)

68.0

66.5

64.6

62.0

58.7

56.9

55.7

49.8

42.7

34.6

30.0

24.5

20-22
Jun
1983

Ranavav
(Junagadh)

128.4

127.0

125.0

121.0

117.0

113.6

110.8

98.0

85.0

64.0

49.7

36.3

22-24
Jul
1996

Thana
(Thana)

75.3

72.3

70.5

67.0

65.0

63.5

62.0

56.5

51.8

46.4

41.8

34.4

24-26
Jun
1997

Visnagar
(Mehsana)

116.5

115.0

113.2

108.5

102.5

98.0

93.7

77.5

62.4

50.5

45.0

38.5

29-31
Jul
2006

Umerpada
(Surat)

74.5

73.5

71.5

69.0

65.5

63.0

61.0

53.5

46.0

39.5

33.0

27.5

144.8

144.5

142.3

138.3

133.8

130.0

127.0

117.3

103.9

85.8

75.6

59.0

26-28
Jul
1927

Dakor
(Kaira)

1-3
Jul
1941

Envelope raindepths

Table 3 (c). DAD rain-depths (cm) of most severe rainstorms for three day duration over the Gujarat region.
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FOCUS ON...
PAUL SHERMAN!
My name is Paul Sherman and I am 36 years old, I have always had a passion for
thunder and lightning from a young age, always at the window watching all night Spanish
Plume Storms in Essex in the early 1980s. But it was when I went to Senior School that I
started to become interested in Geography as a subject and did a project on the weather,
one thing that interested me the most was the tornado, and one day I promised myself I
would love to see one in the flesh. For my 30th birthday my wife gave me that chance when
she asked me what I wanted as a birthday gift, straight away without hesitation I said “A
Tornado Chasing Trip” she was taken back a bit but the trip and dream was on just one year
later in 2004.
My first trip Stateside was in mid-May 2004 with a US Storm Chasing tour company.
I was there between the 14th and 21st May. Unfortunately as I arrived back in the UK there
was a massive outbreak of tornadoes in Oklahoma, Texas and Kansas between the 22nd
and 30th which totalled around the 500 mark. This included the widest ever recorded wedge
tornado at 2 and a half miles wide at Hallam, Nebraska... Suffice to say I did not get to see
a tornado that year and only got a few marginally severe thunderstorms. This did not put
me off and in 2005 I ventured back out to the States on the 7th May with a few friends. This
was to be my learning curve for the future, only armed with a video camera and a ‘point
and shoot’ camera, my expectations were high this time as the outlook looked favourable,
and sure enough I witnessed my first ever supercell in Nebraska on 10 May 2005 near to
Grand Island - an absolutely amazing Corkscrew effect supercell that put on everything
except the icing on the cake (The Tornado!). The 11th, 12th and 13th also saw supercells
but my first ever tornado was on Friday 13th May in the Texas Panhandle at a little place
called Benjamin. Was this to cure me of my obsession…? Not a chance! Just two days later
another tornado in Texas came along and in my seven days of chasing in 2005 I witnessed
two tornadoes, large hail and plenty of supercells.
I went back again to learn even more in 2006 but that year was dominated by
what storm chasers call a dreaded “Death Ridge” (a ridge of high pressure blocking severe
weather potential) but what I learnt was again invaluable - by now I had purchased the
Baron Mobile Weather Threat Net radar system, which is a highly reputable satellite based
radar package for the laptop which gives five minute updates of radar and also overlays
your GPS position in relation to the storms. Mobile internet was becoming more available
now, and at affordable prices! The hotels offer free wireless internet connections for your
overnight stay so you can keep up-to-date with the various internet weather forums and
forecasting charts.
The 2007 storm season saw me taking on even more responsibility and actually
being in charge of a group of guys and not just in the background, I took along a forecaster
all the while still learning about the systems and synoptics as the group of us toured for 10
days. The one big thing about 2007 was the Greensburg storm on the 4th May at about 9:45
pm. We cut the chase off about 25 miles south-east of the storm due to two reasons: 1) We
took a vote on who wanted to chase this storm, and 2) It was now nightfall and much more
dangerous. The feeling of that storm is one I will never forget. The day of the storm had
so much power in the atmosphere; you just had a feeling that something bad was going to
happen if everything fell into place. I remember having a cigarette outside an eatery in Alva
which was 50 miles south-east of the supercell and remember seeing 40 ft trees bending
over almost touching the ground and hot, moist inflow winds screaming from the south-east.
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The rest of that season yielded good chases with plenty of active systems enabling us to
see and document over five tornadoes.
In 2008 we took legendary ex BBC television weather forecaster Michael Fish to
the States along with nine guests from Net Weather (internet forum). This was also the first
year we started Net Weather Storm Chasing Tours, running three 10 day tours from early to
late May, these have proved to be very popular with the British. 2008 was a truly exceptional
year for severe weather. We documented no less than 15 tornadoes during May and 12 of
those touched down within one week. In 2009 we had some great storms, despite nearly the
entire mid-west being shut-down due to the severe weather, we still managed 23 days out
of 35 with thunderstorms and another three tornadoes, large hail and plenty of supercells.
Technology was pushed even further in 2009 with us live streaming the chases to a wider
audience in the UK on Netweather.tv. The time difference of between five and seven hours
between the US and the UK is the only disadvantage to this!
So what happens on a typical Chase Day?
We get up at about 8 am and check the models from the night before to make
sure everything is still looking good for the chase day ahead - we use all the major models
for this, but we use ECMWF and NAM for forecasting closer to the event, GFS is used for
patterns more in the future. After breakfast we rally the troops and give them a forecast
briefing on what we expect to happen on the chase day, we may have a three to four hour
drive to get to our target location or we might be in our chosen target area, so it’s either
lunch at our pleasure or grabbing something on the way to our target. We listen to the
weather radio and keep up-to-date with our radar and other equipment as we wait for any
initiation. Storms tend to usually develop between 4.00-8.00 pm, so once the first storm
‘pops’ that looks favourable to chase, action starts and the live streaming is turned on. We
may not get something to eat until the day is over when in chase-mode. Shooting lightning
pictures is something everyone enjoys as the chase day comes to an end.
The Gear
When we go chasing we use two radar systems, the first being the Baron
system as mentioned previously. This works off static satellites above the USA which
beam info into our car from an external antenna. Information such as cloud top height,
radar echoes, simple observations, such as dewpoints etc. We also use a system
called GRLevel3 which scans a different part of the storm enabling you to scan
directly through the storm in 3D enabling you to view how strong updraughts are etc.
I take a Canon EOS 400D camera and a Canon Powershot for indoor and team
pictures, I take along three lenses, the 18-55 mm, the 70-200 mm and the 10-28 mm for
wide angle, I also take a Sony Camcorder which i hardly ever use as others video and send
me the edited versions later that year.
Storm chasing is not for the faint hearted or easily bored with long hours on the
road and sometimes the weather and atmosphere does not induce storm development –
even if all ingredients are there, sometimes, for several reasons, it just doesn’t happen - this
can drive you round the bend, but when you do get a great storm, the smiles on peoples’
faces make up for the ‘bust’ days. We can typically clock up 3-4,000 miles on a 10 day trip
and 800-1000 mile chase days are not unheard of, stunning scenery and wildlife are also
abundant with the Plains being like one big National Park.
Next year in 2010 we are running four 10 day tours due to exceptional demand and
are out chasing from the 26th April until the 10th June. I am hopeful for a busier season than
2009. If you’re interested, visit www.netweather.tv to see if there are any spaces left.
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A REPORT ON THE DAYS WITH
TORNADOES IN POLAND IN 2007
By LESZEK KOLENDOWICZ
Climatology Department, Institute of Physical Geography and Environmental
Planning, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań,

Abstract: During 2007 two days with whirlwinds were recorded in Poland. An F1 (T2) tornado was
observed on the 11th May and on the 20th July there were only a few tornadoes. The damages indicated
F3 (T5) intensity. The synoptic situation which led to the whirlwind phenomena both in May and July
2007 was very similar to the conditions that led to the tornadoes and violent storms over Poland in the
previous years.
Keywords: tornadoes, Poland, 2007, International T-scale, F-scale.

POLAND TORNADOES IN 2007
During 2007 two days with whirlwinds were recorded in Poland. On 11 May 2007,
a tornado was observed in the Mazury lake District in the Sorkwity municipality (Figure 1).
The tornado downed several trees in the Rozogi village and destroyed an area of the forest
in the direction of the Piłakno Lake.
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There were no losses in the building infrastructure or the electric power distribution grid
as the observed phenomenon steered clear of the buildings. The extensive scope of the
losses inflicted by the tornado points to the T2 intensity rating in the International TORRO
scale (wind speed of 33-41 m/s - moderate tornado) and the F1 rating in the Fujita scale
(moderate tornado).
The tornado was a result of the stormy clouds appearing immediately in the wake
of the passage of a cool atmospheric front at a very high speed oscillating around 60 km/h.
This atmospheric front separated the cooler masses of air of polar and maritime air origin
(PPm) coming from the area of the Atlantic from the warm masses of polar and maritime
air (PPmc) coming from the southern part of Europe, that were warmer by a few degrees
Celsius. On the 11th May passing showers and numerous storms were observed across the
entire area of Poland. In places, especially in the north of Poland, the rainfalls were quite
intense. There was a marked difference between temperatures in the north and south of the
country. Maximum temperatures ranged from 11 °C in the north to 29 °C in the south-east
of Poland. Wind was mainly weak to moderate, with periods of stronger winds, with gusts
reaching the speed of 36 m/s, mainly from north-west. The sequence of synoptic maps from
the 10th, 11th and 12th May (Figures 2-4) shows a rapid movement of a cool atmospheric
front associated with a low centre over the United Kingdom as well as a zone of passing
showers behind the atmospheric front, extending over the north-eastern parts of Poland on
the 12th May at 0000 hours UTC.

Figure 2. The synoptic map from 10 May 2007 for 0000 UTC
(© Institute of Meteorology and Water Management in Poland).
Figure 1. Tornadoes observed in Poland in 2007.

On 20 July 2007 there were a few tornadoes over the area of central Poland,
causing severe damage. Heavy damage was inflicted not only to houses but also to farm
and other buildings.
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There was also extensive damage to forest areas as a large number of trees were

Figure 3. The synoptic map from 11 May 2007 for 0000 UTC
(© Institute of Meteorology and Water Management in Poland).

Figure 4. The synoptic map from 12 May 2007 for 0000 UTC #
(© Institute of Meteorology and Water Management - Poland).

In the Aleksandrów municipality (gmina), in the villages of Wólka Skotnicka,
Wacławów and Skotniki, the tornado damaged a total of 50 residential houses, 180 farm
and other buildings and damaged a local electric power distribution grid (“Gazeta Wyborcza”
daily, the Częstochowa edition, no. 179, 2 August 2007). In the Kłomnice, Rędziny and
Mstów municipalities the tornado severely damaged or destroyed a total of 109 houses, 159
other buildings as well as an electric power distribution grid (“Gazeta Wyborcza” daily, the
Częstochowa edition, no. 174, 27 July 2007).
In the village of Huby in the Kłomnice municipality (gmina), in the district (poviat) of
Częstochowa the tornado destroyed or damaged 37 out of 38 households/farms in the area.
According to eyewitnesses the passage of the tornado through the village lasted only a
couple of minutes. Similar damage was recorded in the villages of Adamów and Skrzydłów.
Heavy damage was inflicted in the Przedbórz forestry authority district where forests
were felled over the total area of 3,000 hectares. It is estimated that it equals to some
200,000 m3 of timber. The tornado over the Przedbórz forests lasted around 30 minutes.
Also affected was the area of the Piotrków forestry authority district. In the vicinity
of the Lubienia and Łęczna trees were destroyed over the area of some 600 hectares, with
losses estimated at around 50,000 m3 of timber. Later assessments showed that in the Łódź
province (voivodship) some 300,000 tress were felled (“Gazeta Wyborcza” daily, the Łódź:
edition 26 July 2007). Later analysis of the damage inflicted by the tornadoes indicates the
T5 intensity rating in the T-scale (wind speed of 62-72 m/s – intense tornado) and F3 rating
in the Fujita scale (severe tornado).
On the 20th July cloud cover over Poland was of moderate density, rising to high
or overcast.

Figure 5. The synoptic map from 20 July 2007 for 0000 UTC
(© Institute of Meteorology and Water Management in Poland).
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Figure 6. The synoptic map from 21 July 2007 for 0000 UTC
(© Institute of Meteorology and Water Management in Poland).

There were passing showers and storms, mainly in the centre, in the south and in
the east of Poland. Maximum temperatures ranged from 20 °C in the north where masses of
polar air extended to 35 °C in the south, where masses of tropical air dominated. Wind was
weak to moderate, with gusts during storms reaching 28 m/s, from the east.
The tornado of 20 July 2007 originated from stormy clouds associated with the
cool atmospheric front moving from the west at a speed exceeding 60 km/h. The cool
atmospheric front preceded the incoming masses of PPm from the area over the Atlantic
(the Bay of Biscay). The cool front was in turn preceded by warm and humid tropical air
(Figures 5 and 6).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The synoptic situation which led to the whirlwind phenomena both in May and
July 2007 was very similar to the conditions that led to the tornadoes and violent storms
over Poland in the previous years (Kolendowicz, 2006a, 2006b, 2007). This conclusion
especially applies to the situation recorded on the 20th July when warm and humid tropical
air was pushed and displaced by the rapid influx of masses of air of polar and maritime air
origin. In this situation violent storms and tornadoes may occur not only over Poland but
also over the remaining areas of Europe (Kurz, 1985, 1986; Walker, 1992) with similarities
to a certain degree observed also to the situations that generate tornados over the USA
(Changnon, 1985; 2001).
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WEATHER AND ME
By NICKY LAMBERT
Being at a loose end in the Spring of 1993, I decided to pop across the pond to
visit my youngest sister, Natalie and her friend, Kate who were both spending their second
year of their American Studies degree at the University of Columbia in South Carolina. On
the 3rd March I flew from Heathrow to Charlotte, North Carolina. I landed in Columbia in a
torrential downpour after a rather bumpy internal flight with some happy news for my sister
as our other sister had given birth to our first and only nephew the day before I flew out.
Natalie had some news for me too. She and Kate had decided that we were to spend their
Spring Break on a road trip to visit the Grand Canyon by Greyhound bus! We booked out
tickets the next day with a plan to travel to Phoenix, Arizona via the Southern States, hire
car at Phoenix to tour the Grand Canyon area then return by Greyhound via Arkansas, the
Blue Ridge Mountains and North Carolina.
We set out on the 5th March and arrived two days later in Phoenix after a
memorable journey through the Southern States, including a misty dawn over the swamps
of Louisiana and an amazing sunrise over the deserts of New Mexico. We hired our car, a
fabulous red Toyota Tercel, at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport and set off towards the Grand
Canyon. Minutes from the airport, we narrowly avoided being pulled over by the local cops
as Kate had forgotten the speed limit on the endlessly straight highway was 50 mph!
Our stay in the Grand Canyon area was awesome. Among the places we visited
was the red rock city of Sedona, Sunset Crater, the Little Colorado River Gorge, and of
course, the Canyon itself. We went on a very icy hike around the South Rim and saw the
most wonderful sunset, whereupon the rocks of the Canyon appeared to turn every colour
of the spectrum.
On the evening of Thursday the 11th March, whilst watching TV in our motel room,
a weather alert caught my attention. The forecaster was warning of the possibility of heavy
snowfalls in the Southern States and Eastern Seaboard in the next couple of days. The
chart showed an alarmingly large depression which had formed over the Gulf of Mexico
amalgamating with an Arctic high pressure system over the mid-west, brought in to the mid
latitudes by an unusually vigorous southward jet stream. Realising that the very next day we
were due to return our hire car and would be taking a bus route straight into the area covered
by the snow warnings, I alerted the girls to the fact that our journey back to Columbia maybe
somewhat disrupted. They were slightly sceptical as they had been assured by their fellow
students at the university that it NEVER snows in the Southern states.
Nevertheless, the next day we returned out hire car and left Phoenix in blazing
sunshine in our Greyhound bus. We travelled back through New Mexico and overnight
through Texas. A cold, grey dawn broke on Friday the 12th March in Eastern Texas and
as we approached its border with Arkansas, snow began to fall, and fall, and fall… With
snowfall increasing, we travelled tentatively along the interstates of Tennesee, through
Memphis and on to Nashville, where there was going to be a scheduled stop. This was just
as well as the roads were now becoming treacherous, with drifts beginning to pile up on
the highways - there isn’t any snow clearing equipment in the Southern states! On arrival at
Nashville, our driver disappeared into the bus station, only to return to inform us that all bus
services were suspended across the Southern states as snow was now falling across much
of the South and East of the country. We were effectively stranded in Nashville! We spent a
rather cold and uncomfortable night in the bus station but received meal vouchers to feed
us from the Greyhound staff.
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The next morning, the bus company decided that they would send all the buses
on Southern routes as the interstate through the Blue Ridge Mountains was completely
impassable and we set off for Atlanta, Georgia via Chattanooga. The journey was rather
scary as the lying snow had frozen overnight and we were driving over drifts of it! The snow
was even deeper in the Chattanooga area and the bus company once again decided to
suspend journeys until the following day. It now became apparent that I would not be back
in Colombia to catch my return flight to the UK on Monday the 15th March. I rang the airport
and my flight was rescheduled for two days later. We spent another night on the bus and
eventually left for Atlanta the following afternoon. After a long, treacherous journey along
Interstate 95 with frequent stops for accidents and jams, we arrived back in Colombia on
Monday the 15th March cold, tired and two days overdue!
On our return, the extent of the storm and its disruption became evident. It became
known as the “Storm of the Century”, causing $6.6 billion worth of damage and disruption on
a massive scale. At its height, the storm stretched from Canada to Central America. Parts of
the Southern states were effectively shut down for three days and every airport from Nova
Scotia (Canada) to Georgia was closed at some point during the storm. It not only brought
large accumulations of snow and blizzard conditions to states which rarely experience such
events for example, Chattanooga, Tennessee with 20 in/50.9 cm and Birmingham, Alabama
with 17 in/43 cm but also brought chaos to the Florida’s Gulf coastline, as an associated
squall line tracked up the coast with damaging tornadoes embedded within it. The squall
line was accompanied by a storm surge of 12 feet, greater than most hurricanes, which
caused significant flooding and a number of fatalities throughout the area. On reflection, five
days on a Greyhound bus and a missed flight home didn’t seem quite so bad!
Being caught up in such a significant weather event sparked my interest in all
forms of severe weather, including my involvement with TORRO, which began in 2000 and
continues to this day.
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TORRO TORNADO DIVISION REPORT: July 2004
By PAUL R. BROWN and G. TERENCE MEADEN
July 2004 had a typically changeable westerly weather pattern. There were five tornadoes (three
definite), one waterspout, and 17 reports of funnel clouds, together with one reported land devil and
one remarkable shower. There were also two tornadoes in the Irish Republic.

fc2004Jul01 Castle Espie, Strangford Lough, County Down (54° 31’ N 5° 42’ W, J 4966)
Reported in the COL Bulletin (no further details known). At 1200 GMT a low,
989 mb, was slow-moving to the west of Scotland, and a showery westerly airstream with
scattered thunderstorms covered the British Isles.
FC2004Jul02/I Scatsta, Sullom Voe, Shetland Islands (60° 26’ N 1° 18’ W, HU 3873)
Reported in the 1220 GMT METAR from Scatsta Airfield. At 1200 GMT the previous
day’s low, now 995 mb, had drifted a little closer to western Scotland, and its occluded front
(now weakening) lay over northwestern parts of Britain. Showers were widespread during
the day, again with some thunderstorms (especially in the east).
FC2004Jul02/II NW of Chatton, Northumberland (c 55° 35’ N 2° 00’ W, NU 0033)
Photographed by Ian Miller of TORRO over the moors about 4.5 miles (7 km)
northwest of Chatton at 2.45 pm (1345 GMT). It was visible for about 15 minutes, and the
pictures show it at least halfway to the ground. There was a thunderstorm in the area at the
time.
FC2004Jul02/III Gairloch, Ross and Cromarty (57° 43’ N 5° 41’ W, NG 8076)
Reported in the Weather Observers’ Network magazine for July 2004 (p.40). Time
given as 2000 GMT.
FC2004Jul04 Drem, East Lothian (56° 00’ N 2° 47’ W, NT 5079)
Report received via the Edinburgh Evening News that a Mr Alan Curran
photographed a funnel cloud at Drem. Time was midday/early afternoon. (A copy of the
picture was promised, but was never produced.) In a separate report, Mr Jonathan Wright
sent us a photograph of a funnel cloud taken from Longniddry (time not stated), which is
probably the same sighting. At 1200 GMT a weak northwesterly airstream covered northern
Britain, while a shallow low, 1012 mb, was moving east through the English Channel. Most
areas had occasional showers, but more persistent rain affected the extreme south; a few
thunderstorms were reported in the north.
TN2004Jul04 Wistanswick, Shropshire (52° 51’ N 2° 29’ W, SJ 6628)
The Shropshire Star of the 5th July published an account of a ‘mini-tornado’ that
“whipped around above homes” in the Oakengates area of Telford at about 7.20 pm (1820
GMT); and an accompanying photograph, taken by Mr Martin Adlam, shows the funnel
reaching about two-thirds of the way to the ground.
On this evidence we should have recorded it as no more than a funnel cloud; but
Matt Capper of TORRO contacted the newspaper to request more information, as a result of
which witnesses came forward, and their reports made it clear that a funnel did in fact reach
far enough down to cause some damage, though probably no more than T0 - the corrugated
iron roof of a garage, together with its fixtures, was lifted off and carried the distance of three
houses.
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There remains, however, a mystery about the location, because this damage was said to
have occurred at Wistanswick, which is a good 10 miles north of Telford; so were there two
separate events, or was the Telford sighting much further away than it appeared, or did the
same vortex travel between the two places?
WS+2FC2004Jul04 Bude (Sandy Mouth Bay), Cornwall (50° 51’ N 4° 34’ W, SS 1909)
This waterspout was photographed by a correspondent to The Weather Outlook
forum. Although the condensation funnel is only visible about a third of the way down from
the cloudbase, there is agitation of the water surface beneath it. He also saw two other
funnel clouds (which did not reach the surface). Time of day not known.
FC2004Jul05 Isle of Lewis, Western Isles (c 58° 13’ N 6° 31’ W, NB 33)
A correspondent (full name not revealed) sent us a photograph of a well-developed
funnel cloud seen over the Isle of Lewis, probably in the late morning. Exact location not
stated, but grid reference as given by the observer. At 1200 GMT a rather weak westerly
airflow covered the British Isles between the Azores high and a complex area of low pressure
over Scandinavia; a shower trough was crossing Scotland. There were occasional showers
over Ireland, Scotland, and eastern England - some of those in the east becoming heavy
and thundery in the afternoon (there was also a particularly heavy shower in the Stornoway
area about 1200 GMT, perhaps related to the funnel cloud sighting).
FC/TN2004Jul06 Sealand, Flintshire (c 53° 12’ N 2° 58’ W, SJ 3568)
The ChesterNow web site published this report on the 7th July. It stated that a Mr
Chris Lunt saw “an ominous funnel cloud ... on the horizon heading towards [Chester]” while
driving through Sealand at 10.30 am (0930 GMT) ‘yesterday’. He added that: “It had a funnel
cloud miles high which spun its way down to touch the ground.” And another (unnamed)
driver said: “I saw it touch the ground then it spun away into the distance.”
This report raised doubt when it first appeared, because there was no evidence,
either from satellite photographs or from rainfall radar (or indeed from visual observation),
of the instability required to produce a tornado at that time (although there was certainly
instability later in the day, when the nearby synoptic station of Moel-y-Crio reported thunder
in the past weather at 1500 GMT). It is possible that there was merely an error in the
reported time, but because of these doubts we here classify the event as a funnel cloud
that might have reached the ground. (Attempts to contact the first witness to clarify matters
proved fruitless.)
At 1200 GMT a slack pressure gradient covered the British Isles, with pressure
over the mainland everywhere between 1021 and 1023 mb. Despite these rather high
values, there was still enough instability to allow the development of scattered showers and
thunderstorms by midday, which continued into the afternoon; and while most of these were
over northern England and Scotland, isolated ones appeared elsewhere.
FC2004Jul06 Dyfi Valley (Cemmaes Road area), Montgomeryshire (c 52° 37’ N 3° 46’ W,
SH 800035)
TORRO’s John Mason photographed a ‘curious lowering’ from the base of a Cb
cloud over the Dyfi Valley in the afternoon. The picture shows a short rounded protuberance,
which although not assuming the characteristic elongated shape of a funnel cloud, can still
be classified as such. The grid reference is as estimated by the observer.
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fc2004Jul08 South of Didcot, Oxfordshire (c 51° 36’ N 1° 14’ W, SU 5289)
Seen just south of Didcot (from Peter Cockroft of the BBC, via Nigel Bolton of
TORRO). No further details available. At 1200 GMT most of Britain was within the circulation
of a low, 997 mb, which was moving very slowly east along the north coast of France; there
were showers or longer periods of rain, and thunderstorms in places.
FC2004Jul08? Omagh, County Tyrone (54° 36’ N 7° 18’ W, H 4572)
According the Belfast Telegraph of the 17th July, a teenage boy, Mr Conor
McLaughlin, filmed this ‘mini-tornado ... last Thursday evening’; and since the day of
publication was a Saturday, this could mean either the 8th or the 15th (probably the 8th). He
described it as “a swirling cyclone stretching down hundreds of feet from the clouds”, but
said that it stopped short of reaching the ground. It lasted about five minutes.
tn2004Jul09 North of Kirkcudbright, Kirkcudbrightshire (c 54° 51’ N 4° 03’ W, NX 6853)
Mr Colin Chapman photographed a funnel cloud from an aeroplane while flying
near Kirkcudbright at 1453 GMT. He reckoned it was two miles (3 km) north of the town and
that it probably reached the ground. At 1200 GMT the previous day’s low, now 1004 mb, was
in the North Sea, and a northerly airflow covered most of Britain. Eastern England was very
cool with occasional rain, but other parts had just a few showers.
fc2004Jul09 Kilwinning, Ayrshire (55° 39’ N 4° 41’ W, NS 3043)
Seen for 10 minutes, but no further details available.
TN2004Jul10 Near Boston, Lincolnshire (c 52° 58’ N 0° 00’ W, TF 3344)
A rather illiterate report was received from a correspondent who did not leave his
full name, who saw a ’tornado’ picking up litter and twigs in the Boston area at about 1225
(1125 GMT). Despite having some misgivings about the observer, the known occurrence of
other funnel clouds that day gives us confidence to accept the report. Force T0-1. We were
also made aware of a photograph of a funnel cloud near Boston taken by Mr John Bailey,
which is probably the same event.
At 1200 GMT a gentle west to northwest airflow covered most of Britain between a
low, 995 mb, over south Sweden and a ridge of high pressure in mid-Atlantic. The weather
was rather cool with occasional showers, and a few thunderstorms in the south.
FC2004Jul10/I Sutterton (Algakirk), Lincolnshire (52° 54’ N 0° 04’ W, TF 2935)
Jim Burrell of TORRO photographed a funnel cloud at 1230 BST (1130 GMT),
which appears to reach nearly halfway to the ground. It is possible that this was another
sighting of the Boston event above.
FC2004Jul10/II SE of Driffield, East Riding of Yorkshire (c 54° 00’ N 0° 26’ W, TA 0258)
Mr R.M.A. Smart contacted us to report that he saw a funnel cloud to the southeast
of Driffield at 1430 (1330 GMT). It lasted 3-4 minutes and appeared to be somewhere over
the Holderness region, but he could not be more specific.
fc2004Jul10/III Reading, Berkshire (c 51° 27’ N 0° 57’ W, SU 730725)
Alec Bennett of TORRO submitted a photograph that he took at 2000 (1900 GMT)
of what was probably a funnel cloud beneath a cumulus congestus cloud. It lasted about two
minutes. It was observed to the northwest from a position about one kilometre southeast of
the town centre.
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FC2004Jul18 Near Brixworth, Northamptonshire (c 52° 19’ N 0° 54’ W, SP 7470)
Reported in the COL Daily Weather Diary. Time given as 1700 GMT. At 1800 GMT
Britain was within the weak westerly circulation of a low, 1000 mb, centred over the Faeroe
Islands; a shallow wave depression of 1015 mb, was slow-moving over East Anglia. There
was a scattering of showers across the country in the afternoon (locally thundery in the
east).
tn2004Jul22 Swindon (Old Town), Wiltshire (c 51° 33’ N 1° 47’ W, SU 1583)
The Swindon Advertiser (23rd July) reported that several readers had seen a
“twister or funnel cloud ... at around 4 pm [1500 GMT] yesterday”. Mr Neil Winter in Old
Town said: “I ... saw this rotating mass of cloud ... I have seen twisters in Norfolk, and this
was very similar, but it certainly did not reach the ground”. And Mr Chris Turner described it
as “a distinctive dark mass of cloud rotating from right to left”.
In a separate report, received via TORRO’s Sam Jowett, Mr Adam Wellings related
that a friend of his saw “rubbish being blown in a circular motion in the air above either
them or the car lot [car park?]”. There would, therefore, seem to be some justification for
documenting this a T0 tn rather than FC, and this is strengthened by the knowledge that it
was associated with the same storm cell that later produced the definite tornado at Welton
(see below).
At 1200 GMT a low, 995 mb, was slow-moving to the west of Scotland, and a slack,
warm, southerly airstream covered much of England ahead of a cold front moving very
slowly east over western areas. Heavy thunderstorms broke out over central and eastern
England in the late afternoon and evening.
TN2004Jul22 Welton to Winwick, Northamptonshire (52° 17’ N 1° 08’ W, SP 5866 to 52° 21’
N 1° 04’ W, SP 6273)
Following reports of a tornado in the Daventry area in association with a severe
hail/thunderstorm, detailed site investigations were carried out by Sam Jowett and Stuart
Robinson of TORRO; Ray Peverall also visited the area. Although they found plenty of
evidence of wind damage, the patterns revealed by the surveys were not as conclusive
as might have been hoped for, leading one or two TORRO staff to question whether
unidirectional winds, rather than a tornado, might have been responsible. However, after a
determined effort (mainly by Sam Jowett) to unearth all the evidence, we are now satisfied
that, while some of the damage may have been due to other causes, there was definitely a
tornado in the area (several witnesses reported seeing the funnel).
Originally there appeared to be two tracks - one just west of Daventry, and a longer
one from north of Daventry to near Crick - but it is now felt that these are better treated
as one. Much of the track was over open countryside, so most of the evidence was of
damage to trees: there were many instances of quite large trees (1.5 m in diameter) being
snapped or twisted off about halfway up the trunk or higher. Problems of interpretation arose
because: (a) although parts of the track were narrow enough to indicate the passage of a
tornado, in other places it appeared to be as much as three miles (5 km) wide; and (b) there
was evidence of trees that ought to have been within the damage area being left untouched.
The only effects on structures were reported from Welton, and these were of a fairly minor
nature - an iron gate ripped out of a wall, a caravan moved five feet, aerials removed from
roofs, a chimney collapsed, etc. There was, however, a piece of chipboard found deeply
embedded in a wooden fence panel. The most distant location from which tornado damage
(to trees) was discovered was Winwick, indicating a track length of nine kilometres towards
northnortheast, but the width cannot be determined, for reasons given above.
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Neither was it easy to assign a strength, but based on tree damage, Sam Jowett suggested
T3. The time of occurrence appears to have been between 1600 and 1615 GMT.
WS?2004Jul22 Happisburgh, Norfolk (c 52° 49’ N 1° 32’ E, TG 3830)
Gregg Rogers of TORRO submitted several photographs purporting to show a
waterspout off the coast at 2120 (2020 GMT). Other members were unable to confirm what
was shown, and since the photographs (together with their owner) have now disappeared,
we have no way of reaching a decision on this.
LD2004Jul26 Stirling, Stirlingshire (56° 07’ N 3° 56’ W, NS 7993)
Seen by Mr Donald Beaton at 1230 GMT. Said to have been six metres wide. At
1200 GMT a flat ridge of high pressure extended northeast across the British Isles from
a high, 1025 mb, off southwest Ireland; a weak cold front lay from northeast Ireland to
southeast England. Many places were rather cloudy with a little rain or drizzle, but some
eastern parts of England and Scotland were brighter with sea breezes developing.
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TN2004Jul31 County Mayo (c 53° 54’ N 9° 04’ W, M 3095)
Minor damage to a bungalow indicated a tornado of force of T1. The track was 0.5
km long and 10 m wide. Rotation appears to have been anticlockwise. At 1200 GMT Ireland
was in the slack circulation of a high, 1023 mb, centred in Cardigan Bay. The day was dry
and rather warm with sunny periods.
An apology from the Editor
In last month’s issue of IJMet Vol 34, number 341, in the TORRO Tornado Division Whirlwind Report’s
title, it did not give the year. It was indeed meant to say “June 2004” to correspond with the contents
page.

fc2004Jul26 Blackpool, Lancashire (c 53° 49’ N 3° 02’ W, SD 3136)
Seen offshore from Blackpool (information from Alan Rogers of TORRO). No
further details known.
RS2004Jul27 Near Colchester, Essex (c 51° 54’ N 0° 52’ E, TL 9727)
Marion Doran of TORRO reported a shower of hay and straw about two miles (3
km) northwest of Colchester at 1200 (1100 GMT). It lasted 10 minutes, covered an area
about 400 yards square, and the clumps were up to two feet across. The previous day’s
ridge had developed into a high, 1022 mb, with centres in the English Channel and the
North Sea at 1200 GMT. There was still a good deal of cloud about, but eastern parts were
again brighter, and locally quite warm.
fc2004Jul30 Spalding, Lincolnshire (52° 47’ N 0° 09’ W, TF 2422)
Report received from USW Newsgroup via Jonathan Webb of TORRO. Said to
have lasted a few minutes just before 1940 GMT, but not enough information to verify it. At
1800 GMT a weak pressure pattern covered the British Isles, the only feature of note being
a shallow low of 1018 mb over East Anglia. Much of England had a warm day with sunny
periods, but isolated thundery showers developed in the northeast.
ew2004?Jul Port Isaac, Cornwall (c 50° 35’ N 4° 50’ W, SW 9980)
Mr James Blair contacted us (via Alan Rogers of TORRO) about a ‘waterspout’
that he saw coming ashore at Port Isaac, where it briefly whirled the sand about before
dissipating. It did not appear to be connected to the clouds (which were cumuliform), and
he estimated it to have been about 100 feet in height, a description that seems to imply an
eddy whirlwind rather than a true waterspout. Mr Blair could not remember the exact date,
but it was sometime between the 11th and 23rd July (probably between the 18th and 23rd);
he gave the year as 2004, but his account was only sent to us in November 2005, at which
time he described the sighting as ‘recent’.
Tornadoes in the Irish Republic (brief details from Dr John Tyrrell’s Annual Review)
TN2004Jul06 Galtee Mountains, County Tipperary (c 52° 22’ N 8° 06’ W, R 9325)
Tree damage on the summit slopes of the Galtee Mountains indicated a T2
tornado, but the track could not be defined. See the Sealand entry above for a discussion of
the synoptic situation (Kilkenny reported a thunderstorm in the afternoon).
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JANUARY
The year got off to a quiet start, with just a scattering of reports of thunder during
the unsettled, relatively mild, weather that replaced the very cold, quiet start from the 10th.
Isolated thunder may have accompanied showers in a westerly airflow near northwestern coasts on the 12th, and was reported from one or two locations in similar airflows
on the 15th and 17th. On the evening of the 17th, isolated hail and thunder accompanied
a vigorous cold front that swept across England from the west; following the cold front,
there were a few reports of thunder amongst the showers in districts towards western and
south-western coasts overnight and into the 18th. It was reported that the National Trust
faced a huge repair bill after a bolt of lightning knocked 6 feet of brickwork from the top of
the cliff-top chimney at a Victorian tin mine in St Just (Cornwall), whilst the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency’s rescue co-ordination centre at Falmouth was struck by lightning and
put out of action shortly before midnight on the 17th. A few hours later, lightning hit a tree
in the grounds of a school in the village of Crusheen (county Clare), causing substantial
damage to the school and 12 adjacent houses; windows were blown out and electrical
equipment put out of action. A little more thunder occurred in showers over Ireland, Wales
and southern England on the 19th - notably around London in the early afternoon. The 20th
brought one or two reports, especially off west Cornwall and Devon early in the day, and
other isolated incidents may have occurred on the 22nd, 23rd and 25th towards western
and north-western coasts.
FEBRUARY
The cold pool that was responsible for most of the heavy snow during the first
week of February also gave some thunder. As snow showers increased in intensity in the
north-easterly airflow on the first evening of the month there were a few reports of thunder
into the early hours of the 2nd from eastern England. Later that day, there was a little more
thunder near the coast from about the Wash to Dundee (mainly in the morning) and the
east and south coast of Ireland (mainly in the evening). A few south-western coastal regions
were affected on the 3rd and on the evening of the 5th, whilst the origin of the snowstorms
in the south-west that evening was thunderstorms off north-west France; isolated thunder
survived into southwest England during the middle of the night. Early on the 6th, outbreaks
of rain and snow moved from the English Channel across southern Britain. Oddly, there was
apparently no thunder over the sea, but two or three outbreaks well inland. The first of these
did not even start off as a shower of any note over the sea, but a showery band (showing cold
front characteristics) became increasingly active as it moved inland over central southern
and southeast England between 0500 and 0600; thunder (with hail in places, and mostly
rain) broke out around London and Reading shortly before 0600. An aircraft from New York
was struck by lightning on its approach to Heathrow; it landed safely. The thundery outbreak
soon died out, whilst the rain turned to heavy snow to the north and west of London. There
was also a thundery snow shower on Shetland that morning – and another on Jersey on the
afternoon of the 10th. The rest of the month was thunder-free.

Figure 3. Variation of positive pulse length at different altitudes.
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